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DATATRACE SELECTED AS ONE OF THE MOST INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY 
COMPANIES IN REAL ESTATE BY HOUSINGWIRE FOR FOURTH STRAIGHT 

YEAR 
 

Agoura Hills, Calif., Feb. 12, 2024 – DataTrace®, the nation’s largest provider of data and 

automation solutions to the title and settlement services industry, announced today it has been 

selected by HousingWire as a 2024 HW Tech100™ Real Estate winner. This is the fourth 

consecutive year that DataTrace has been named a HW Tech100 winner in this category.  

 

“Being recognized for the fourth year in a row reflects our commitment to supporting the real 

estate and title industries with best-in-class title and tax data, technology solutions and 

expertise, and affirms our industry leadership,” said Robert Karraa, president of DataTrace. “Our 

team remains dedicated to continually enhancing the state-of-the-art title search and automation 

solutions our clients rely on to move their businesses forward.”  

 

DataTrace was recognized for its industry-leading property and ownership data and automation 

solutions that help title and settlement companies streamline their processes, increase 

efficiencies and drive growth. The company’s solutions are powered by the nation’s largest, 

most complete network of real estate title plants, tax and recorded property data, including more 

than 8 billion recorded documents. Used by leading title underwriters and agents, clients rely on 

the company’s solutions to accelerate digital transformation, gain a competitive edge, 

benchmark intelligence and employ full integrations with title production technology leaders.  

 

“The technology capabilities and solutions that this year’s Tech100 winning organizations have 

developed are an absolute testament to the relentless innovation within the real estate and 

mortgage technology landscape," said Sarah Wheeler, editor-in-chief at HousingWire. “These 

past few years have been transformative for the industry and these honorees are continuing to 

bring long-awaited solutions to the challenges that mortgage and real estate professionals have 

struggled with for decades.” 

 

https://www.datatracetitle.com/
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About DataTrace  
DataTrace Information Services, LLC provides advanced real estate title search technology, 

automation and production services that enable settlement services companies to quickly 

access and search regional title databases through a secure application. The DataTrace system 

delivers title history information, property tax assessment and payment data, document images 

and property profiles in 47 states across the United States. With its significant geographical 

coverage, DataTrace title plant and tax database is the broadest and most comprehensive title 

information system available and is used by the largest national title insurance underwriters. For 

additional information, visit www.DataTraceTitle.com. 
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